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Boundary Element Discretization of Poincare-Steklov 
Operators 

Gunther Schmidt 
Institut fiir Angewandte Analysis und Stochastik Berlin 

This paper is devoted to the construction of a discretization of Poincare-Steklov (PS) ope-
rators for elliptic boundary value problems with the boundary element method (BEM). PS 
operators are natural mathematical tools for the investigation of boundary value problems 
and their numerical solution with domain decomposition (DD) methods based on the finite 
element (FE) solution of the subproblems (cf. (1], (9]). We will show that the discretiza-
tions of PS operators with a direct Galerkin BEM possess the same properties as the FE 
discretizations if the boundary elements satisfy some natural conditions. Hence the given 
construction provides a base for the analysis of different DD methods using the BE solution 
of subproblems, of the coupling of FE and BE methods and related problems. 

1. Introduction 
As model problem we consider the mixed boundary value problem for the Laplacian. Let 
n c ]Rd ( d = 2, 3) be a bounded domain with piecewise smooth boundary an such that 
angles at corners and edges do not degenerate. The boundary an is partitioned into 3 
nonintersecting domains an = I'n u rN u r and suppose that I'n =I= </J, r n rN = </J. Let 
<p E H-1/ 2(r) be given and consider the problem: 
Find u E H 1(n) such that 

-6u=0, inn, 
ulrv = 0, au 

anlrN = Q l 

au 
an Ir= cp. 

Here ~~ denotes the derivative with respect to the outer normal. 
The PS operator Tis defined as the mapping 

T: <p--+ / 0 U := ulr, 

1 

} (1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 



where u is the solution of (1.1-2). It is well known (cf. [7], [1]) that the linear operator 
T : H-1l 2(r) -'H112 (r) is bounded and invertible, symmetric with respect to the duality 
between H-1/ 2(r) and H112 (r), induced by the scalar product of L2 (I') 

(Tep, 7/;) = ( ep, T'lj;) = j Tep( x )7/;( x )dI' x, 
r 

and positive definite 

Here Hs denotes the usual Sobolev spaces: 

For r' can 

{
{ulan: u E Hs+1l2(JR.d)} , s > 0, 

Hs(an)= L 2(an) , s=O, 
(H-s(an))' , s < 0. 

Hs(r') = { ulr1 : u E HS( an)} 
H. (I'') = (H-s(I''))' 
'H' (r') = {u E Hs(r') :uE Hs(an)} 
Hs(r') = (H-· (r'))' 

' s;:::: 0 l 
' s < 0' 
' s;:::: 0' 
's < 0, 

where u denotes the extension of u by zero to an. We note that T-1 = S, where 

S ~ 1/2 ( ) au I .. : >. EH I' - '"'flu := an r . 

and u solves the problem (1.1) together with the Dirichlet boundary condition on r 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

The FE discretization of the PS operator T and its inverse S follows immediately from the 
variational formulation of (1.1). Let us suppose that we are given a space Vh C H 1 (n) of 
finite element functions on n vanishing on rv 

Denote by 

0 

Vh = {vh E Vh: /oVh = 0}, 
~ ~1n 

Xh = {/oVh: Vh E Vh} CH (I')· 
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"' For given Ah EX h we determine Uh E vh such that 

and 

a(uh,vh) := j VuhVvhdw = 0, \/vh EVh. 
n 

(1.6) 

Then a(uh,vh), vh E vh, defines a linear functional of /oVh EXh bounded in the il'2 (r)-
norm. Let Ph :}/12 (r) -tXh be a bounded projection onto Xh, by Ph we denote its 
L2 (r)-adjoint projection and Yh := im Ph C H-1/ 2(r) can be identified with the dual space 

"' of Xh· Hence we can set 

a( uh, vh) = (xh, 1ovh) , Xh E Yh, I lxhl IH-1/2(r) :::; c. 

It can be easily seen (cf. [1]) that the mapping 

"' Sh :Xh-t Yh, ShAh = Xh 

is linear and invertible, 

(1. 7) 

symmetric 

where uh solves (1.6) with /oUh = Ah, and positive definite 

Moreover 

where u is the exact solution of (1.1) with 1ou =Ah. We note that the constants (1.7) and 
(1.8) depend on the norm of Ph. Thus, if llPhll-112 is uniformly bounded with respect to 

H (r) 
h, then estimates (1.7) and (1.8) hold with constants independent of Ah and h. 
Now it is clear how to define the FE discretization of T. Choose Yh and Xh E Yh, find uh E V,. 
such that 
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and define ThXh := /oUh. Since Th= Sh,1 , this operator has analogous properties as Sh and 
T, moreover 

where u solves (1.1) and /1U = Xh· 
The mentioned mapping properties of PS operators and their FE discretizations were essenti-
ally used (sometimes unknowingly) for the formulation and analysis of various DD methods, 
which are in fact equivalent to the iterative solution of operator equations with PS operators 
of different subdomains. In the following we will prove that a direct Galerkin BE solution of 
pro bl em ( 1.1) (considered in Section 2) yields discretizations Sh and Th of the operators S 
and T with the same mapping properties mentioned above (proved in Section 3). Therefore 
convergence results for many DD methods remain valid if the FE solution of subproblems is. 
replaced by their BE solution whenever it is possible. 

Acknowledgment . Thanks are due to Dr. H. Strese whose numerical experiments with a 
number of DD algorithms based on the BEM showed that naive BE discretizations of PS ope-
rators lead to nonstable iterative procedures and so stimulated the theoretical investigations. 
The author thanks also Prof. W.L. Wendland and 'Dr. B.N. Khoromskij for stimulating 
discussions and remarks. This work has been partially supported by the German Research 
Foundation under Grant Ko 1082/2-1. 

2. A Direct Galerkin BEM 
In this section we discuss some results concerning a boundary integral rnethod for solving 
mixed boundary value problems for the Laplacian. 
Let u E H 1 (fJ), D, C JR.d, be a solution of 

- D..u = 0 inn. 

Then we have the representation 

1 J au(y) 1 J a u(x) = 2' G(x,y)---a;;:-dry - 2' an G(x,y)u(y)dry,x En, 
an an Y 

with the fundamental solution 

{ -~ lnlx -yl, 
G(x,y) = 1 I 1-1 

2'll' x -y ' 

d=2 
d = 3. 

Let us define the boundary integral operators for x E an 

Vcp(x) := j G(x,y)cp(y)dry, Kcp(x) := j a~ G(x,y)cp(y)dry, 
an an Y 

K'cp(x) := ;:ia j G(x,y)cp(y)dry, Dcp(x) = - ;:ia j ;:ia G(x,y)cp(y)dry. 
u~ u~ u~ an an 

4 
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The following properties are well known (cf. [2] ): 

v: H-1 / 2+,,.(an) - H 1f2+u(an), 
K : H 1 / 2+,,.( an) - H 1 / 2+,,.( an), 

D: H 1/2+u(an) - H-1!2+,,.(an), 
K': H-1/2+u(an) - H-1f2+u(an) 

are continuous for icrl ::; 1/2. The operator K' is the adjoint of K with respect to the duality 
between H 1l 2(an) and H-1l 2(8n) induced by the scalar product (·, ·)pc8 o)· Moreover, 

(Dv, v )L2(80) > c JvlH1/2c8o), c > 0, 
for all v E H 112 ( an)' I . IHl/2(0) denotes the seminorm' 

(V '1/J, '1/J )L2(80) > c 11'1/J liH-1/2(80)> c > 0, (2.3) 
for all'lj; E H-1/ 2(8n) if d = 3 
and for all 'lj; E H-1! 2(8n) with ('lj;, l)L2(8 o) = 0 if d = 2. 

To ensure the solvability of boundary integral equations we need that the operator V is 
invertible. Therefore if d = 2 then we assume in the following that cap (an) =J l, i.e. 
n c JR2 has the property 
(P) If 'ljJ E H-1/ 2(8n) solves V'lj; = 0 then 'ljJ = 0. 
Note that for any n c JR2 the domains mn = {mx : x E n}, m > 0, satisfy (P) with the 
exception of one value me (cf. [6]). 
Now the representation (2.2) and the jump relations for single and double layer potentials 
lead to the equalities on an 

1 ( au) au 1 ( , au) u=- (I-K)u+V- , -=- Du+(I+K)-
2 on an 2 on 

Hence, if we consider the mixed boundary value problem for (2.1) 

ulr1 = 91' 
au on lr2 = 92' 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where 91 E H 112(f1 ), 92 E H-1/ 2(r2 ), I'1 U r 2 =on, I'1 =J ¢,and take the limits of u(x) for 
x E I'2 and of the normal derivative ~~ for x E I'1, then we get the equation 

( D22 K~1) (v) ( -D21 I - K~2) (91) 
-:-K12 Vl.1 '1/J - I+ K11 - Vl.2 92 ' 

(2.6) 

where the subscripts in Djk, etc., mean integration over rk and evaluation on ri. Here 
v := ulr2, 'ljJ := ~~lr1 denote the unknown boundary values of the solution u of (2.1), (2.5). 
If we substitute in (2.6) v = v* + l9i, 'ljJ = 'lj;* + lg2 with arbitrary extensions lg1 E H 112(8n), 
l92 E H-1 / 2 ( on) then we obtain a system of boundary integral equations 
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Here Dr2 for example denotes integration over an and evaluation on I'2. If 91 E H 8 (I'1), 
92 E Hs-1(I'2) then f2 E Hs-1(I'2), f1 E H 8 (I'1) for s E (0, 1). Moreover, the operator 

A: x 
Hs-1(I'2) 

x 

is continuous and satisfies a Garding inequality in 'H112 (I'2)x 'H-112 (f1), 
"'1/2 "' 1/2 for U = (w, cp) EH (I' 2 )x H- (I'1) we have 

(AU, U) = (D22w + K~1 cp, w )L2(r2) + (-K12w + Vi1cp, cp )L2(ri) 

= (D22w,w)L2(r2) + (Vi1cp,cp)L2(r1) 

= (D w, w)L2(an) + (V ':p, -:P)L2(an), 

where w, ':p denote the extension by zero to an. Relations (2.3) imply the existence of a 
compact operator C such that 

(2.8) . 

Since for d = 3 we can set in (2.8) C = 0 and for d = 2 because of property (P) the system 
(2. 7) has no eigensolutions we obtain 

Theorem 2.1. [4}, {8}. Let 91 E H 112(f 1), 92 E H-1! 2(r2 ) with arbitary extensions l91 E 
"'1/2 

H 112(an), l92 E H-112(an). Then there exists exactly one solution (v*,1/;*) EH (f2) 
,..., -1/2 

x H (I'1) of {2.7) and v := v* + l91b E H 1l2(I'2) 1 'ljJ := 1/;* + l92lr2 E H-1l2(I'1) solve 
{2.6). 

Corollary 2.1. Let 91 EH112 (I'1), 92 EH-112 (I'2). Then (2.6) is uniquely solvable and 

c1 (11911l.ff1/2(ri) + ll921l.ff-1/2(r2)) :S llvl1.ff1/2(r2) + l11/Jll.ff-1/2(ri) :S 

:::; c2 (11911l.ff1/2(ri) + ll921l.ff-1/2(r2J' 
where c1, c2 do not depend on 91 and 92. 

The Garding inequality (2.8) yields the convergence of Galerkin methods for the approximate 
solution of system (2. 7). We choose on r 2 and r 1 finite dimensional sets of approximating 
functions Mh c H 112(f2 ); Nh CH-112 (I'1 ) with lim dimMh = lim dimNh = oo. 

h-+0 h-+0 
Furthermore we suppose that 91 can be extended by some l91 lr2 E Mh and 92 can be extended 
by some l92!r1 E Nh which implies that 92 EH-112 (I'2). We denote kfh= Mhn H112 (f2) 
and consider the Galerkin method: Find ( v'h,, 1/J'h) ENfh xNh such that 

(2.9) 

,..., "'1/2 "' 1/2 Under the assumption that U Mh and UNh are dense in H (I'2) and H- (I'1), resp., by 
h h 

standard methods the following results can be obtained. 
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I "" 112 . Theorem 2.2. [4}. For any 91 E H1 2(r1) 1 92 EH- (r2) and all {sufficently small if 
d = 2} h the Galerkin equations {2.9} are uniquely solvable and 

Moreover1 the functions Vh := v;. + l91lr2 and 1/Jh := 1/Ji. + l92 lr\ approximate the unknown 
boundary values quasioptirrially 

llv - vhllH1/2(r2) + 111/J -1/Jhlli{-1/2(rt) :S 

:Sc ( int 111/J - 'Phlli{-1/2(r) + int llv* - whllif1/2(r )) 
'PhE h 1 whEMh 2 

where the constant c does not depend on h. 

Using the regularity of the solution (v*,1/J*) for the cased= 2 (cf. [3]), the structure of 
the mapping A and the Aubin-Nitsche Lemma one can estimate the convergence of the 
approximate solutions in Sobolev norms of lower order. 

Theorem 2.3. Let d = 2. Then there exist 8 > 1/4 and c > 0 such that 

where 

llv - vhllH1/2-0(r2) + 111/J -1/Jhlli{-1/2-o(rt) :S 

:S ct:s(h) (llv -vhllH1/2(r2) + ll1/J-1/Jhlli{-1/2(rt)) , 

t:0(h) := sup 
wEH112+o (r2) 

cpEH-1/2+o (rt) 

,... 
From the density of U M h and UNh we have t:5( h) --t 0 as h --+ 0. Note that 8 depends on 

h h 
the inner angles at the corners of an and at the points where boundary conditions change 
( [3]). 
We remark that under the condition g2 EH-112 (r2 ) one can choose l92 lr1 = 0, but for some 
considerations in Section 3 it is useful to admit lg2 lr1 =/=- 0. 
In the following we will use an equivalent formulation of the Galerkin method (2.9): Find 
Vh E Mh and 1/Jh E Nh such that 

(2.10) 

and the boundary values of the function 

(2.11) 
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satisfy the equations 

j (uh - gi)t.phdr + j ( ~~ - g2) whdr = O, V(wh, l.fih) EMh xNh. 
r1 r2 

(2.12) 

Note that Uh solves (2.1), on an we have 

1 ~ ~ Buh 1 ~ · 1 ~ 
Uh= 2((! - K) vh +v ,,Ph)' an = 2(D vh +(I+ K) ,,Ph) (2.13) 

and Theorem 2.2 yields the estimate 

(2.14) 

For the definition of the BE discretizations of PS operators in Section 3 we need a sy~metric 
bilinear form. Let us suppose that uh, u~, have the form (2.11) with densities (vh, ,,Ph) and 

rvl "" 1 

( vh, ,,Ph), resp., and are solutions of equations (2.12) for corresponding boundary data 
gi, g~ EF/12 (I'1), g2, g~ EFr1 ' 2 (I'2). Then we may choose lg1lr2 = lg~lr2 = 0, whereas 
lg2 lr1 E Nh, lg~ lr1 E Nh are arbitrary. We consider 

(2.10)) as 

(2.15) 

here we used (2.13) and the symmetry of D and V. We remark that 

(2.16) 
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are the boundary values on an of the function 

Now we use Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.1 and (2.3) to estimate for the solution uh of (2.11-
2.12) 

( D vh, vh)L2(an) < C111 vh I l~1/2(an) < C2 (11v~ll~1/2 + llg111~1/2 ) < - - H (r2) H (r1) -

:::; c (llg111~1/2 (rt)+ lllg2ll~-1/2(an)) , 

(V ~h,~h)L2(an):::; c1ll ~h ll~-1/2(ao):::; c (llg1ll~1/2(rt) + lllg2l)~-1/2(an)) , 
~ ~ ~ 2 ( * 2 · 2 ) I 

1
2 (D vh,.Vh)L2 (ao) > c1! vh IH1f2(ao) ~ c lvhlH1f2(r2) + l91IH1/2(rt) ~ c 91 Hlf2(rt), 

and if d = 3 

~ ~ 

If d = 2 then we represent 7/Jh= 7/Jh +we, where Ve= 1 and w = (7/Jh, l)L2(ao)/(e, l)L2(ao)· 
Then ( 7/Jh, 1 )P(an) = 0 and 

(V ~h' ~h)L2(an) = ( V 7/Jh, 7/Jh) L2(an) + w2 · ( e, 1 )P(an) . 

w2 can be estimated using Theorem 2.3, since 

I j ~h drl =I j (~h - ~~) drj =I j(7/Jh - 7/J)drj:::; 
an an . I\ 

~ 117/Jh - 7/JllJ[-1/2-0 · j dr:::; ccs(h) (llg1llJ[1/2(rt) + lllg2llH-1/2(an)) . 
ri 

Hence, if d = 2 then 

(V ~h1~h)L2(an) ~ c (llg2ll~-1/2(r2 ) - d(h) (llg1ll~1/2(r1 ) + lllg2ll~-1/2(an))) · 

Theorem 2.4. Let uh, u/i be the BE solutions of {2.1), {2.4) for the boundary data 
gi, g~ EF/12 (r1) and g2, g~ EH-112 (r2), resp., obtained via {2.11-2.12) Then 

· is a symmetric bilinear form. Moreover, for any extension lg2 of 92 with lg2lr1 E Nh 
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and 

b(uh,uh) ~ c2( (l91l~1/2(ri) + ll92l/~-1/2(r2 )) -

-d(h)(l/g11/~1/2(ri) + l/lg21/~-1/2(an))), 
with constants independent of g1 , g2 and h. The second term of the right hand side in the 
last inequality appears only if d = 2. 

3. BE Discretization of PS Operators 
Now we are in the position to construct discretizations of the operators S and T using 
the Galerkin BEM. According to the definition of this method we ·are given spaces of trial 
functions Mh C H 1l 2(I'N) and Nh EH-112 (I'D), M h= Mhn H 112 (I'N ). Furthermore, on 
r we have finite dimensional spaces XhCH112 (I') to approximate the boundary values "foU 

and Yh CH-112 (I') for the approximation of the normal derivatives 11u. In order to obtain 
mappings between the BE approximations of 'You and 11 u providing the same properties as 
the FE discretizations of S and T we need the following relations between the spaces of trial 
functions: 

1. For any h there exists a bounded projection Ph :H112 (I') --+Xh onto Xh, such that the 
L2(I')-adjoint projection P~ maps onto Yh, im P~ = Yh, and 

(3.1) 

~.l 

Hence Xh nYh = ¢>. 

2. Since f n f N = </>it is natural to in.troduce Zh := {(h : (hlrD E Nh, (h/r E Yh}· We 
require that Yh c zh possesses an extension property: 

?JEh E L(Yh, Zh) : Eh'Phlr ='Ph and 

(3.2) 

Note that in general we do not assume that the constants in (3.1) and (3.2) are independent 
of h. But it will be clear that for some estimates concerning the BE discretizations Sh and 
Th ash--+ 0 we need the uniform boundedness of l/Phll.H1/2(r) and l/Ehl/H_112(r)--+H-1/2(rurD). 
Due to the boundary conditions ulrD = 0, ~~lrN = 0 of (1.1) the BE solutions uh are of the 
form (2.11) with densities 

VhE H 1l 2(8fl) such that vh /rD = 0' vh /rN EMh' vh Ir EXh' 

~hE H- 1l 2(8fl) such that ~h /rD E Nh, ~h /rN = 0, ~h Ir E Yh · 

10 
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Because of rnrN = </; the conditions vh lrw EMh, vh Ir EXh are natural. Hence the 
solutions uh of (1.1) with the direct Galerkin BEM belong to the linear space 

V,. := { Uh of the form {2.11 ), the densities Vh, ~h satisfy (3.3) 

BE solutions of (1.1) with Dirichlet data >.h EXh we denote by Rv,h>.h, with Neumann data 
Xh E Yh by RN,hXh, i.e. 

>.h EXh-+ Rv,h>.h E vh with J (ro(Rv,h>.h) - >.h)cph = 0' Vcph E yh' 
r 

Xh E yh-+ RN,hXh E vh with jh1(RN,hXh) - Xh)wh = 0' Vwh EXh . 
r 

(3.4) 

From Theorem 2.2 we deduce that for all (sufficiently small if d = 2) h the functions Rv,hAh 
and RN,hXh are uniquely determined. 

~ 

Now we construct the BE discretization of the operator S. Let Ah EX h, then due to Theorem 
2.4 

with 

and 

b(Rv,h>.h, Rv,h>.h) = j ~h BR~:>.h dr 
rurb 

~ ( ) { >.h( x) , x E r, Ah x = 
0, x Erv, 

where in the last inequality the second term of the right hand side appears only for d = 2. 
But 

and 

II ~h ll;:r112(rurv) :S c3ll>-hll;:r112(r) 

l>.hl;:r112(rurv) 2: c4ll>.hll;:r112(r) 

with constants independent of >.h and h. Hence for all (sufficiently small if d = 2) h we have 

(3.5) 
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Using (3.1) we define 

such that 

b(Rn,hAh, Rn,h</>h) = j AhSh¢hdr = (>.h, Sh</>h), 
r 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Theorem 3.1. For all h (< h0 if d = 2) the BE discretization Sh {3.6) of the operator S 
has the following properties: 

(i) sh :xh~ yh is bounded, 

(3.8) 

If the projections Ph are uniformly bounded then the constant c in {3.8) is independent 
of h. 

{ii) c11/Ahll2- 112 :::; (ShAh, Ah):::; c2llAhll2- 112 1 c1 1 c2 do not depend on Ah EXh and h. 
H (I') H (I') 

{iii) (ShAh,</>h) = (>.h,Sh</>h), VAh,¢h EXh· 

(iv) JJ(Sh-S)AhllH-1/2(r):::; c( inf llu-whll-112( )+inf ll~u-(hll--112(r r ))'where - H I'N (hEZh n H U D 
WhEMh 

u solves { 1.1) with the Dirichlet condition lo u = Ah on r. If the projections Ph are 
uniformly bounded, then c is independent of h. 

Proof. 

(i) From (3.1) and Theorem 2.3 we have 

JIShAhJIH-1/2(r) = IJP~11(Rn,hAh)llH-1/2(r):::; 

:::; c1ll11(Rn,hAh)llH-1/2(r):::; cllAhll.ff1/2(r) · 

(ii) and (iii) follow immediately from (3.5), (3.7) and Theorem 2.4. 

(iv) ll(Sh - S)AhliH-lf2(r):::; ll(Sh - P~S)AhllH-lf2(I') + ll(J - PnsAhllH-lf2(r) 

:::; c (llr1(Rn,hAh - u)llH-1/2(r) + inf llr1u - <t1hllH-1/2(r)) 
'PhEYh 

The application of Theorem 2.2 and the estimate 

yield the assertion. • 
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Next we define the BE discretization of T. Let Xh E Yh, RN,hXh E Vh exists for all (sufficiently 
small if d = 2) h and we set 

. (3.9) 

such that from Theorem 2.4 and (3.1) 

(3.10) 

But in general Th =/= S'J:1 , as can be seen from the following. 
Let ).h EXh· If we denote the densities defining Rv,h>.h via (2.11) by vh, ~h and the 

,,JI rvl 
corresponding densities of RN,h(Sh>.h) by vh, 'lj;h then 

Hence 

and 

J a RN h(Sh>.h) 
b(Rv,h>.h, RN,h(Sh>.h)) = Rv,h>.h 'an dr -

· an 

- j (vh -Rv,h>.h) (~~ - aRN,~~h>.h)) dr = 
an 

J ,..., a RN h(Sh>.h) J "'' J "' "'' = vh 'an dr + 'lj;h Rv,h>.hdr - vh'lj;h dr = 
an an an 

= j >.h11(RN,h(Sh>.h))dr + j sh>.hro(Rv,h>.h)dr - j >.hsh>.hdr = 
r r r 

= (Sh>.h, >.h) = b(Rv,h>.h, Rv,h>.h) 

b(Rv,h>.h - RN,h(Sh>.h), Rv,h>.h - RN,h(Sh>.h)) = 
= (Sh>.h, >.h) - 2(Sh>.h, >.h) + (ThSh>.h, Sh>.h) 

(3.11) 

But using the extension property (3.2) we can prove that Th is spectrally equivalent to SJ: 1 . 

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that estimates {3.1) and {3.2) are satisfied uniformly with respect 
to h. Then for any h( < h0 if d = 2) the BE discretization Th (3.9) of the PS operator T has 
the following properties: 

{i) Th : Yh ----+ X h is bounded, 
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{ii) c1 I lxhllt.-112(r) ~ (ThXh, Xh) ~ c2 i!Xhllt--1/2(r)' the constants do not depend on Xh E Yh 
and h. 

{iii) (Thx, <f>h) = (Xh, Th<f>h), Xh, 7/Jh E Yh. 

(iv) ((ThSh - I)>..h, Sh>..h);::: 0, V)..h EXh· 

(v) ll(Th -T)xhll.ff1/2(r) ~ c ( in~ llu - whll.ff1/2(r)+ 
whEXh 

+ int II~~ - iphll.ff-1/2(r ) + in~ llu -whll.ff1/2(r i), 
'PhE h D whEMh N 

where u solves { 1.1) with the Neumann condition 11 u = Xh. 

Proof. 

(i) 

II II l(ThXh,cp)I 
ThXh .ff1/2 (r) = sup I I I I 

cp <p H-1/2(r) 
l(ThXh, P~ <p )I !IP~ cpi1H-1/2(r) 

= s~p llPicpllH-lf2(r) llcpllH-1 12 (r) . 

Using (3.2), Theorem 2.4 and (3.10) we obtain 

l(ThXh, P~<p )I = lb(RN,hXh, RN,h(P~<p )I ~ 
:::; C1 I IEhXhl li{-1/2 (rurv) II Eh( P~<p) 11 H--1/2 (rurv) ~ 

~ cl lxhl IH-1/2(ril IP~cpl IH-1/2(r). 

From (3.1) we get the assertion. 

(ii) Theorem 2.4 and (3.2) imply 

(ThXh, Xh) = b(RN,hXh, RN,hXh):::; c1llEhXhlii£-1/2(rurn) ~ c1ixhllt.-112(r) · 

If d = 2 then 

(ThXh,X);::: c1 (1ixhllt.-112(r) - c~(h)llEhXhlli£-112(rurnJ 
;::: c1(l - d(h))1ixhllt.-112(r) · 

Note that the boundedness of Ph is not used. 

(iii) and (iv) follow from Theorem 2.4, (3.10) and (3.11). 
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(v) 

We have 

l((Th - PhT)xh, cp )I < l((Th - T)xh, Pficp )I 
ll'PllH-l/2(r) - c llPficpllH-lf2(r) 

and 

((Th -T)Xh, P~cp) = j (RN,hXh - u)Eh(P~cp)dr 
rurn 

smce J RN,hXh · cphdr = 0, Vcph E Nh, and u denotes the solution of (1.1) with 
rn 

/1U = Xh· 
Therefore, using (3.2) 

I J (RN,hXh - u). Eh(P~cp)drj 
ll(Th - T)xhlli{1f2 (r) ::; c sup rurnl!E (P' )II~ 

"' h h'P H-1/2(rurn) 

::; cl IRN,hXh - ul IH1/2(rurn) 

and Theorem 2.2 yields the assertion. • 

4. Remarks 
In these concluding remarks we give an example of BE functions satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) 
and we consider the BE discretization of PS operators in the case r = an. 
Let d = 2 and suppose ~hat 1ou and /l u shall be approximated by linear boundary elements. 
The natural choice of X h is the set of continuous piecewise linear functions subordinate to a 

"' 0 
mesh .6. = {xk}k=O on rand vanishing at the endpoints Xo and Xn of r, Xh= S1(.6.). There 
are many different possibilities to choose a projection Ph onto Xh bounded in }/112 (r) and 
so to determine Yh = im P~. For example, denote by Wk, k = 1, · · · , n -1, the hat functions, 

0 

i.e. Wk E S1(.6.), Wk(Xj) _:..._ 5kj, k,j = 1, ... ,n -1, and let wo(x) = 1 - L:i::i wk(x), x Er. 
Then S1(.6.) = span (Wk, k = 0, ... n - 1) is the set of periodic linear splines, by p 13. we 
denote the orthoprojection Pe,. : L 2(r) -t S1 ( .6.) and by {'Pk};:;;;;~ C S1 ( .6.) the biorthogonal 

"'1/2 
base of {wk}/:;;;;6. We introduce Pe,.u := L:i::i(u,cpk)wk, clearly Pe,. is bounded in H (r), 

0 

im Pe,. = S1(.6.) and im P~ = span (<pk, k = 1, · · · , n - 1) C S1(.6.). 
The projections Pe,. are uniformly bounded in j/ 12 (r) for any sequence of quasiuniform 
meshes, i.e. 
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for any mesh 6.. = { xk}~~o with a constant c independent of 6... 
Indeed, for quasiuniform meshes we have 

and 

Moreover, let u EF/ (I'), then for the interpolating spline Qt,.u = .E~;:i u(xk)wk we have 

Then 

and the uniform boundedness of Pb. and the inverse property of splines yield 

l!Pt.u!l;;i(r):::::; llPt.ul!;?(r) + 1i(u,cpo)wolls1(r) 

:::::; l!ul I;? (r) + cb..llwol!H1(r) · l!ul I;? (r) · I l'Pol IL2(r) 

:::::; cl!ull;?(r). 

Hence by interpolation l!Pt.ull-112 < cliul!-112 , Vu EH112 (r). 
. H (r) - H (r) 

Furthermore,the extension property (3.2) holds for a wide class of piecewise polynomial 
functions, as shown in (10) for the case of Sobolev spaces Hm(r), m nonnegative integer, 
and mentioned in [5] for arbitrary Hs(r). Especially, (3.2) holds for the piecewise linear 
functions in H- 112 (I'). 
Now we apply the results of Sections 2 and 3 in order to construct Sh and Th if r = an. 
Since the Neumann problem is not uniquely solvable some modifications are necessary. It 
can be easily seen that the mentioned properties of the PS operators remain valid if T 
and S are considered as mappings acting between the factor space H 1l 2(an)/ R(an) and 
H;; 1!2 (an) = {1/J E H-1/ 2(an): (1/J, 1) = O}, R(an) denotes the set of constant functions on 
an. Moreover T = n-1 (1 - K'): H;;1! 2(an) --7 H 112(an)/ R(an) is bounded and invertible 
with r-1 = S = v-1(1 + K). Remark that the two spaces are in duality with respect to the 
L 2 ( an)-scalar product, (H;; 1! 2 ( an))' = H 112 ( an)/ R( an), and that the FE discretizations of 
T and S also are isomorphisms between the factor space of traces of finite elements Xh/ R( an) 
and its dual. We show that the BE discretizations Sh and Th constructed analogously to 
Section 3 preserve this property. 
First we have to choose spaces of trial functions Xh c H 112(80) for the approximation 
of ulan and Yh C H- 112(80) for the approximation of ~~Ian- We assume that dimXh = 
dim Yh, R(an) c Xh and Xi; n Yh = ¢. Then there exists a bounded projection onto Xh, 
Ph: H 1l 2(an) ~ Xh such that im P~ = Yh, i.e. Yh can be identified with the dual of Xh. 

"' For given >.h E Xh the density 1/Jh of (2.11) is determined from 

"' (V 1/Jh, 'Ph) = ( (I+ K)>.h, 'Ph), Vcph E Yh, 
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or, equivalently, from the projection equation 
rv 

Ph V 'l/;h= Ph(I + K)>..h. ( 4.1) 

Since R(BD.) = ker (I+ K) c Xh it is clear that ker P~(I + K')IYn = {eh}#- ¢and the 
,...., 

solution 'l/Jh of (4.1) belongs to {Xh E Yh: (Xh, Veh) = O}. Therefore it suffices to restrict 
rv rv rv I 

to >..h EXh:= Xh/ R(80.). But in general Ph Veh tf_ R( 80.) such that 'lj;h tf_Xh= {Xh E Yh : 
(xh, 1) = O} =:Yh· 
Defining as in Section 3 

rv 

Sh>..h = P~(D>..h +(I+ K') 'l/;h) = 
= (P~D + P~(I + K')P~(PhVP~t1 Ph(I + K))>..h 

we see that 
rv rv rvl 

Sh Xh=Yh=Xh. 
rv ,...., 

Applying the ideas of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we conclude that for Sh :Xh-tYh the asser-
tions of this theorem are valid. 

rv 

For Xh EY h the construction analogous to Section 3 leads to 

rv rv 

which can be considered as mapping from Yh to Xh and the assertions of Theorem 3.2 
remain true. 
Finally we mention the matrix representation for Sh and Th. Let {wk}~~=~ c Xh, 
{cpk}~,;;;6 C Yh be biorthogonal bases, (wk,cpj) = tikj, then 

where 

sh = Dh +(I+ K~)vh- 1 (1 + Kh)' 
Th = Vh +(I - Kh)D-,; 1 (1 - K~), 

(Vh)i,k = (V cpj, 'Pk) 
(Dh)j,k = (Dwj, wk) 
(Kh)i,k = (Kwj,cpk) = (K~ki· 
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